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3. Cape Willoughby Lightstation Heritage Hike

This hike will take you into the sheltered gully of the early 1853 settlement. It will give you 
an insight into the early lightkeepers' lives and how their demanding routine and sense of 
isolation was heightened by the distance between their homes and the lighthouse.

A self guided walking trail brochure is available at the Cape Willoughby Lighthouse Visitor 
Centre. It gives information about the original lightstation settlement at points of interest 
along the trail.

Access

This return loop hike begins and ends at the visitor centre. Refer to pages 26-29.

.

Moderate 
Hike

1 hour return
1.9 km return

4. Tadpole Cove Walk

This walk combines unusual coastal scenery with early settlement heritage sites. The walk 
starts at an old grain threshing floor, used by early settlers to process locally grown grain, 
and takes you past the ruins of a small cottage dating from the same period. The walk then 
meanders through regenerating vegetation to a lookout above Tadpole Cove, which is 
named after an unusual rock formation in the centre of the cove. Watch for Ospreys soaring 
along the cliff edge as they hunt for fish in the calm waters of the cove. 

Access

The walk begins in the car park adjacent to the threshing floor just south of Wreckers Beach, 
D’Estrees Bay Road. Refer to pages 26-29.

Walk
20 min return
800 m return
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